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Abstract
Ours is the age of Google Governance where the answer to any Corporate
Governance ques@on seems just a quick search away. But why, no maEer how
many answers, does improved Board performance s@ll seem so far away.
Donovan and Tunjic in their ar+cle 4 in 1 ‐ an Obvious Theory of Directorship argue
that lost in the mire of Corporate Governance answers are 4 obvious and
fundamental insights into how to excel in the prac@ce of Directorship:
• Make and keep the best promises that you can.
• Understand the 4 Functions of Directorship and how they help you keep your
promises.
• Practice Directorship as a Team (not just as a Board) that includes Directors,
managers and others.
• Behave according to the Function of Directorship you are fulfilling.
4 in 1 ‐ an Obvious Theory of Directorship explores these insights and provides
Directors and others who work in Directorship a prac@cal way to organize their
understanding and excel at the art and prac@se of Directorship.
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Corporate Governance has become Google Governance, a discipline and profession
saturated by a morass of answers to the same little questions.
Directors are trapped by answers to familiar liEle ques@ons. What
is the right role for the Board? What is the right structure and
composi@on? What are the right processes? What is the right
balance between long and short term? And more recently, what
personali@es make beEer Directors?

corporate direc@on and control, include and transcend traditional
approaches to Corporate Governance and the focus just on the
Board. By using the term Directorship we invite you to look beyond
the liEle ques@ons and begin to think about direc@ng in new ways.

The last remaining ques@on for Corporate Governance is why
there has been devasta@ngly liEle progress, despite the surplus of
answers and the conscien@ous eﬀorts of regulators, exchanges,
experts and Directors to improve Board performance.

Directorship Starts and Ends
with Promises

Thankfully, the solu@on does not need to be another round of
answers to the same liEle ques@ons. To solve the mystery of why
Boards aren’t geUng any beEer you only need to stop and
consider human progress. Progress has always been aﬃliated with
big ques@ons. If human advancement had been leX up to the liEle
ques@ons, our collec@ve achievements might only be measured by
a beEer class of spear, cart or telegraph.
Our @mes demand answers to a big ques@on – Is there a universal
theory that brings together all the principle of Corporate
Governance with the prac@cal experience of Directors and Boards?
Only then will we begin to see real improvements in Board design;
more eﬀec@ve and relevant tools, processes and procedures; the
re‐educa@on of regulators and others who have misunderstood
Directorship; and ul@mately, a more progressive profession that
leads rather than follows the fashion makers of Corporate
Governance.
In response to this challenge, this paper introduces 4 in 1 – An
Obvious Theory of Directorship. We say obvious because, rather
than add to the current answers of Corporate Governance, we
have looked deeper to observe and iden@fy four principles of
Directorship that seem obvious to us, but that have gone without
saying:
• Directorship is about making, managing and meeting promises;
• Directorship divides into 4 discrete but interdependent
func@ons;
• Directorship is prac@sed by a team that includes both Directors
and others; and
• Directorship requires diﬀerent types of behavior at diﬀerent
@mes.
We propose that when these four principles of Directorship are
aligned, they form a structural framework for understanding
Directorship. However, this is not a how‐to manual for Directors.
Rather, it provides Directors the missing taxonomy or way to
organize all that they do.
You may be wondering why we use the term Directorship.
Directorship implies that the systems and frameworks that provide

Corporate Governance wasn’t always pre‐occupied with liEle
ques@ons. As early as 1776, Adam Smith was ques@oning
Directorship:
“The directors of such companies [joint stock companies],
however, being the managers rather of other people’s money
than of their own, it cannot well be expected, that they
should watch over it with the same anxious vigilance with
which the partners in a private company [ owners] frequently
watch over their own …. Negligence and profusion, therefore,
must always prevail, more or less in the management of the
aﬀairs of such a company.”
With the separa@on of powers between Board and Management
over the course of the 20th century, those whom Smith distrusted,
would provide the owners (Shareholders) with an answer. Boards
would protect Shareholders against managerial self‐interest and
later, maximize Shareholder value. The answer to Smith was to
entrench Shareholders at the centre of the Directors’ universe.
But, there is a more obvious purpose that precedes the
Shareholders greatest fears and hopes. As far as we are aware,
there is no country that permits the Shareholders to incorporate a
Company without at least one Director. Directors give the giX of
life to the Company and the Company gives the giX of control to
the Directors.
However, it is not really an exchange of giXs but an exchange of
promises between the Company and the Directors. The promises
are described in the Company’s Cons@tu@on or like document, the
Directors leEers of appointment and the law. The oﬀer is the
consent to become Directors, and the acceptance – comple@ng the
bargain, is their appointment by the Shareholders.
It seems obvious that the relationship between Director and
Shareholder may not be as settled as many believe. Whilst many
consider that Directors are essentially the agent of the
Shareholders, it is open to consider that the relationship may
actually be one of equal joint venturer in the Company.
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There should be no reason to imply purpose upon a corporate
Board. It should be explicit. For example, if the Shareholders
and original Directors of a Company consider that the Board’s
principle purpose was to maximize Shareholder value, why
leave it out of the Cons+tu+on? This is akin to buying a house
and not men+oning the house in the contract of sale.
Despite the omission, many corporate Directors have taken
upon themselves to correct the mistake and entrench the
unspoken term by managing the aﬀairs of their Companies as if
this term were wriWen in red, bolded and underlined in the
Cons+tu+on. The ques+on is whether the omission was just
poor draXing or was never part of the original bargain. And, if
that was not the promise then what was?

This conclusion opens Directorship to new possibili@es. Star@ng
with the proposi@on that the purpose of the Board cannot be
separated from that which the Directors have promised to do – the
purpose of the Board is to fulﬁll their promises to the Company,
whatever has been agreed by both the Shareholders and the
Directors.
If the purpose of the Board of Directors is to sa@sfy those original
promises, it comes as no surprise that the Directors can only keep
their word to the Company by making, managing and meeting even
more promises. The promise to the CEO delivers the Company
management; to suppliers, delivers raw materials; to employees,
delivers a workforce; and so on until you arrive at the promise to the
customer that (hopefully) delivers revenue. And, if you follow that
last promise, back through all the other promises made, managed
and met to support that promise to the customer, the Director
should be able to demonstrate that he or she has delivered on the
original promise to the Company.

Promises are the forgotten internal combustion engine of the
company and primary source of the company’s sustainable
advantage. The Board’s role, as the company’s primary promise
maker is to make, manage and keep the best promises it can. The
first promise provided the capital and the last promise the return on
capital. As the global financial crisis of 2008 has shown, a Company’s
survival ultimately depends on its ability to keep its promises. The
fate of many companies who simply could not repay their loans
provides a cautionary tale of what happens when you make the
wrong promises which you then cannot keep.
Three hundred years before Shareholders were first positioned in
the centre of the Directors’ universe, Copernicus was busy
positioning the sun in the centre of our universe. Copernicus was not
convinced that the theories of the day always explained what was
observed in the night sky.
As Thomas Kuhn pointed out, in the time before Copernicus,
“Astronomy’s complexity was increasing far more rapidly than its
accuracy and that a discrepancy corrected in one place was likely to
show up in another.”
If this sounds a little like the state of Corporate Governance, we
agree. By replacing Shareholders with promises at the centre of the
Director’s universe, the observed workings or functions of the Board
become simpler and more predictable.

Directorship Divides into 4 Functions
The “to do” list for most Boards reads much the same – appoint
the CEO: approve capital structure, dividends and budgets;
monitor solvency and risk; and ﬁnally ensure the Company has a
sound strategy with all legal requirements being met. This list has
more recently been reduced further to monitoring, making
decisions and solving problems, in the interest of maximizing
Shareholder value.
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Figure 1 – The Four Func@ons of Directorship
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The reality, reinforced by what Boards are
actually expected to do, is that there is
much more that a Board does to make,
manage and keep promises.
The diﬃculty for Directors is that without
a theory, it is diﬃcult, if not impossible to
manage and meaningfully priori@ze the
actual func@ons of directorship. It is liEle
wonder that as directorship becomes
more complex the explana@ons for what
directors do are becoming shorter and
shorter.
The key to understanding and managing
the complex roles of directorship is to
break down all that Directors do, or are
expected to do, into four descrip@ve
func@ons and then group within those
categories the ac@vi@es, roles and
Corporate Governance topics that best ﬁt
within each.
See Figure 1 (previous page) describing
the Four Func+ons of Directorship.
We ca l l H o u s e ke e p i n g , D e c i s i o n
Making, Supervising, and Helping the
Four Functions of Directorship. Each
Function is interdependent, and
changes to one Function will impact on
the others. In figure 2, we have briefly
shown how some of the major topics of
Corporate Governance and the
associated sub categories and tasks, can
be arranged to fit within the Four
Functions of Directorship.
See Figure 2 (right) showing Corporate
Governance and the Four Func+ons
of Directorship.
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Governance into Four Func@ons raises
new liEle ques@ons for each Board to
consider: Where do we spend most of
our @me and aEen@on? What is the
right balance of Func@ons given our
Company’s history, life cycle, size, market Figure 2 – Governance Tasks and the Four Func@ons of Directorship
posi@on etc, etc? What skills and
knowledge do we need for each Func@on? What resources,
directorship when they comprise only a handful of part time
assistance and other inputs do we need to perform each Func@on?
members, meet a few times a year, have one official staff member,
Does our “to do” list match what needs doing? The answers to
and generally have no budget or resources of their own?
these new ques@ons provide each Board a fresh opportunity to
start changing direc@on.

The Four Functions of Directorship gives a simple and useful order to
the previous morass of Corporate Governance answers. More
importantly, it provides a lens to observe the operations of the Board
in ways that have never been seen before. In the next part we
examine how a Board manages to tick off the necessary functions of

Directorship is Practised by a Team

Most commentators on Corporate Governance would have few
problems with the no@on that Directorship is prac@ced by a team.
They may however be shocked to discover that the Directors are
not the only ones on the team.
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Corporate Governance suffers
from a form of tunnel vision, only
seeing the Directors and the Board.
We suspect the cause of this
narrow view is found in debates
that isolate the Directors behind
the line that defined their role and
purpose, separate from that of
Management. Whatever the cause,
it is clear from recent publications,
that efforts to improve the
performance of Boards focus
almost exclusively on the Directors.
But Directors are not alone behind
the line. What seems obvious is
that the individuals who occupy
positions of Management have a
role to play on both sides of the
line – on the Management Team
when managing and on the
D i r e c t o r s h i p Te a m w h e n
performing a role within one of the
Four Functions of Directorship. A
simple test is to ask a member of
the Management Team how much
time they spend preparing board
reports. In our experience,
responses can range from a couple
of days up to a week a month. For
that time at least, that person
works in Directorship.
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The CEO, execu@ves, external
advisors and other individuals all
work in Directorship on a part
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@me basis. They are not Directors
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Directorship. But together with
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the Directors they form the
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Directorship Team. It is this team and
not just the Directors that perform
the Four Functions of Directorship. Figure 3 – Roles of the Board and the CEO in each of the Four Func@ons.
Critically, each member of the team
has a different role to play depending on which of the Four Functions American National Football League a team can have up to 53
is being performed. Each role has its own skills and knowledge and players but only 11 players take to the field at any time. If the
most importantly, each role has its own unique behavior that team is in possession of the ball, an offensive team will take to
contributes to the overall performance of the team.
the field. When not in possession, the defensive team will take
the field. There are also special teams based on other situations
For the purposes of this ar@cle we are calling the members of the i.e. kicking. Each of these teams is different to the other with its
Directorship Team – Direc@ves. A Direc@ve may, depending on the own unique positions, skills and plays. A very similar thing
circumstances perform diﬀerent roles within the Four func@ons, happens in Directorship, but regrettably, often with less skill than
for example as a delegate, a service provider, a Director, or as an the players of under 9’s American Football teams.
advisor. While it is true that some of these roles are only performed
by certain Direc@ves, the term allows for an important distinction The insight that Directors are not alone in Directorship can be
between the individuals and the changing roles they perform within illustrated through some of the interac@ons between the CEO and
the Four Functions.
the Board within the Four Func@ons.
If this sounds too complicated, take comfort that the underlying
principle is understood by 8 year old American boys. In an

Figure 3 (above) describes the primary roles of The Board and the
CEO in each of the Four Func+ons.
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The same analysis can be taken with respect to all Direc@ves
including the Chair, individual Directors who may have other roles
to play, other members of the execu@ve, other delegates,
CommiEee and external service providers. What emerges is a
picture of Directorship that exposes gaps in the answers to the
liEle ques@ons of Corporate Governance:
• Structure includes and transcends the size and structure of Board
– What is the right size and structure of the Directorship Team?
• Composi3on includes and transcends the mix of skills and
experience of the Board – What is the right mix of skills and
experience for all the roles to be ﬁlled on the Directorship Team?
• Processes includes and transcends the Board’s processes for
performing the Four Func@ons – What are right processes
between the Board and Direc+ves?
• Behavior includes and transcends the behavior of the Directors
between themselves – What is the right behavior between the
Board and Direc+ves?
This last ques@on is perhaps the most valuable to consider. As
others have rightly pointed out, Boards are social systems in which
behavior counts for as much as skill and knowledge. But there is
more to behavior than behavioral type.

Directorship Behavior is Complex
and Gets Complicated
In his acclaimed ar@cle “What Makes Great Boards Great?”
Professor Jeﬀery Sonnenfeld recognizes that Boards should work
toward a ﬂuid porrolio of roles for Directors:
“Don't let directors get trapped in
typecast posi+ons –the
peacemaker, the damn‐the‐details
big‐picture person, the ruthless
cost‐cuWer. Push everyone –
including the CEO – to challenge his
or her roles and assump+ons.”
This, and other work into behavioral
type, is one side of the equation of
how behavior contributes to better
Boards and Directors. The other side is
to consider the behavior demanded, or
at least suggested by the Function and
role being performed.
With the aid of the Four Func@ons
and the concept of the Directorship
Team, we believe it’s possible to
consider what all great directors and
CEO’s know – that in Directorship,
there is a @me and a place for many
diﬀerent kinds of behavior.

An independent Director of a well regarded ﬁnance company
exhibited very eﬀec+ve decision making behaviours; cri+cal
ques+oning, clear and strong demands of management for
informa+on; courage and convic+on in pursuing a line of
argument. Yet in his Director Performance Assessment
management rated him very poorly, seeing him as overly cri+cal
and micro managing them. It became apparent that he did not
shiX from the decisive behaviour of the Decision Making
Func+on to a more suppor+ve and inquiring beahviour in the
Supervision Func+on. He worked hard on this feedback and two
years later in the next performance assessment he was
regarded by management as one of the star performers of
the Board.
A simple test, if you are a Director, is to ask yourself whether you
change the way you behave towards Management depending on
the task at hand, or whether Management changes their behavior
towards you depending on their task at hand. If you don’t you may
only be in line and in step with your role and responsibility as a
Director for a quarter of the @me. If the Board and Management
do not, they may only be aligned one sixteenth of the @me or
worse s@ll, never.
Put simply, our hypothesis is:
• There are universal behaviors of Directorship that apply equally
to all Func@ons and all roles;
• There are also “Func@onal Behaviors” which are more
appropriate or consistent with the performance of a par@cular
Func@on than other types of behavior; and
• The Directorship Team can, and should modify their behavior
between each other depending on the Func@on and the role
they perform.
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Figure 4 – Healthy Behaviors Between Individual Directors and as a Board
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Finally, we believe that the
misunderstanding and misalignment
of the types of behavior in the
boardroom and between the
Board and Management, is an
undiagnosed disease within many
Boards and Companies – and may
even explain why Boards and
Companies fail. Fortunately,
changing the type of behavior
needed to treat the disease may
be easier than changing your
behavioral type.
Professor Sonnenfeld points to
behavioral characteris@cs as
hallmarks of good Boards and
Directors. Universal behaviors of
the kind he describes include:
trust, candor and individual
accountability. To this we would
add mindfulness, or awareness
without judgment; a generosity
of spirit; and clarity between
Direc@ves as to what is required
of each other.
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Functional behaviors are a little
more complex. To understand
functional behaviors you must
first consider what the Board is
trying to achieve by performing
that Function and then imagine
the type of behavior that might
compliment that Function.
Figure 4 (previous page)
describes the healthy func+onal
behaviors between Directors
individually and as a Board.
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C r i @ c a l l y, c o m p l i m e n t a r y
func@onal behaviors also exist
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Direc@ves. Each Func@on implies
a diﬀerent rela@onship between
the Board and those who support,
Figure 5 – The Changing Healthy Behaviors between the Board and the CEO
inform, advise or assist the Board
to perform their Directorship
Func@ons. Based on this rela@onship it is possible to consider the
At this level of understanding, Directorship is at its most complex
type of healthy behaviors that are appropriate for the role being
and complicated. It is complicated because there are Four
performed at the @me.
Functions, each with an appropriate or complimentary behavior,
but Boards and CEOs tend to behave as if there was only one
Figure 5 (above) illustrates the changing healthy behaviors
Function being performed and only one way to behave toward
between the Board and the CEO being another Direc+ve.
the other.
The same analysis can be undertaken with respect to all Directives,
including other members of Management team who report or
provide services to the Board, committees and external advisors.

If we had to pick that one functional behavior that Boards and
CEOs operate within, we suspect that Boards are nearly always
in their Decision Making role and behavior, and CEOs nearly
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5. Evaluate Directorship – use a model to evaluate and improve
the Directorship Team and the tasks each Direc+ve performs.
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4. Build a Directorship Team that performs the tasks within the
Four Func+ons of Directorship.
– combine the right personality types with the type of
behavior right for their role and func+on
– know the role and responsibili+es of each Direc+ve for each
func+on
– ensure Direc+ves relate appropriately to each other given
their role and func+on
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3. Deﬁne and priori+ze the tasks, within the Four Func+ons of
Directorship that the Board of your company needs, wants
and can do.
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2. Align the following Four Func+ons of Directorship with the
Promises of the Board and the Company:
– Housekeeping
– Decision Making
– Supervising
– Helping
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1. Know the Promises of the Board and the Company.
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Principles of Directorship
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always in their Supervising role and behavior. No
wonder Boards and CEO’s often complain of a
strained relationship that verges on the adversarial.
But it does not have to be that way if both CEOs and
Boards see each other as on the same team and
play and behave in the way needed for the
respective Function being performed.
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Figure 6 – 360 Degree Directorship

An Obvious Model of
Directorship
It may come as a @mely surprise to many, but
there is a wonderfully elegant system to
Directorship hiding amongst all the answers of
Corporate Governance. It begins with the
promises made by the Board that gives life and the
ini@al capital to the Company. The Board meets
its promises by performing many roles that can
be classified into four descriptive Functions. But
the Board does not perform these Functions
alone. There are other Direc@ves in the
Directorship Team that also have roles to perform.
Finally success of the Directorship Team depends
on the behavior of the Directors as a Board, and
the behavior of the Directorship Team as a whole.
Figure 6 (leX) represents the model described by
the 4 in 1 Theory.

Based on the 4 in1 Theory of Directorship we have created a model
called 360 Degree Directorship (as shown above in Figure 6). This
model combines each of the elements discussed above to
graphically represent the ambition of alignment between promises,
functions and the behavior of both Directors and Directives.
Of course, the reality is that there is never an even distribution of
functions within a Board. Each Board will set their axes of Functions
based on the time, energy and focus on each. For some Boards that
can mean there are only 1 or 2 Functions ever performed. Moreover,
the behavior of the Board and Directives do not necessarily follow
and align with the Function being performed. As you may recognize
with your own Board, there are directors who behave the same way
no matter what Function is being performed.
Using the 360 Degree Directorship Model it is now possible to
recognize, and even explain, the damage done to Boards and
Companies by misalignment between best promises, functions and
behaviors and to intervene in each with practical steps to realign the
Directorship Team.
Our challenge to Directorship Teams is to constantly seek to align
the best promises of the Board and Company to the mix of the Four
Functions needed to meet those promises; and to the roles and
behaviors of the Board necessary or desirable to discharge those
Functions. Finally, all these need to align with the roles and
behaviors of all other Directives who support the Board. Viewed
in this way it becomes possible to dynamically measure
successful Directorship.
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Google Governance and the
Future of Directorship
In these times, the idea of stopping and re‐examining our deepest
beliefs in what we do may seem an ill afforded luxury. After all, if only
we search hard enough the better corporate governance rule,
recommendation and practice is only a search away.
As seductive and quick as Google Governance is, it is worth
considering how Shareholders and regulators throughout the world
have quickly been able to recast Directors in the role of police men
and women tasked with staving off corporate malfeasance. In the
process, regulators have singled out one (small) process within
Decision Making and elevated the Functions that fall within House
Keeping to the point where it is easy to believe that is the purpose
of the Board. Or how, despite all that Google Governance offers, in
terms of speed of access to the latest knowledge in Corporate
Governance, there is a loud chorus of approval when it is declared
that Boards have failed.
Google Governance and the little questions and answers of
Corporate Governance can never be a substitute for a coherent
theory of Directorship that both explains and assists all those who
work in Directorship to practise their profession at the highest
level. A good theory of Directorship is both a sword to advance the

interests of the Company and a shield defending Directors from the
unfounded expectations of regulators and others.
But history will not record the corporate failures of the global
financial crisis as the failure of Corporate Governance. As with Enron,
we are confident that AIG, Washington Mutual and General Motors
had no shortage of instruction and compliance with the best practice
of Corporate Governance. No, Google Governance and all the little
answers were not to blame. They simply could not help to change
the future. No, the failure was one of Directorship – Boards and
Directors simply ignored the obvious and forgot how to practice
Directorship.
If Boards, Directors and Companies are to change the direction
they are headed they must now rise above the little questions
and answers and re‐discover how to practice Directorship. A
coherent theory of Directorship, whether the one outlined in this
paper or one of your own, is what is desperately needed if
Boards are to once again to evolve and progress.

What Now?
This article has served as a general introduction to the 4 in 1 Theory
of Directorship. To find out more about specific application of the 4
in 1 Theory for Directors, CEOs and other Directives in your company
visit www.thoughtpost.com.au or contact Thoughtpost:
andrewdonovan@thoughtpost.com.au or
petertunjic@thoughtpost.com.au
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